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Abstract: The fact that States resort to automated cyber operations like NotPetya, which spread virally and have indiscriminate effects, raises the question of how the use of these might be regulated. As automated operations have thus far fallen below the threshold of the use of force, the letter of international humanitarian law (IHL) does not provide such regulation. In IHL, the principles of distinction and discrimination hold that attacks should in their targeting distinguish between the civilian population and combatants, and between civilian objects and military objectives. Attacks must not be indiscriminate, and operations that might foreseeably spread to affect civilian objects are prohibited. This paper draws inspiration from the legal principles of distinction and discrimination to suggest a non-binding norm for responsible State behaviour with regard to automated operations that fall below the threshold of the use of force: the norm proposes that States should design cyber operations so as to prevent them from indiscriminately inflicting damage. The paper finds that in the case of automated
1. INTRODUCTION

Automated State-led cyber operations have the potential to spread and affect systems uncontrollably. The WannaCry and NotPetya attacks of 2017 are the most pressing examples of operations that were not designed to limit harmful effects on systems, which meant that they were able to destroy data on networks supporting a wide range of services, from national healthcare to international commercial shipping. Meanwhile, existing legal frameworks, particularly international humanitarian law (IHL), are insufficient to regulate conduct with reference to attacks like WannaCry and NotPetya that fall below the threshold of the use of force.\(^1\) In this paper, drawing inspiration from IHL, we propose a new norm against indiscriminate cyber operations below the threshold of the use of force. The norm holds that States should design cyber operations so as to prevent them from indiscriminately inflicting damage. While the norm draws inspiration from IHL, it deviates from IHL in that it does not distinguish between lawful and unlawful objects as categories. Instead, any operation that does not seek to target a malware’s payload at a particular system; that is, lacks any form of distinction and discrimination, would be considered a violation of the norm.

In considering how we might borrow from the ideas of legal weapons review and targeting law in the context of regulating automated cyber operations, we find that such operations challenge the classic IHL distinction between the ‘nature’ and ‘use’ of weapons. In order to conform to the norm, we argue that responsible State actors should conduct a normative review of cyber operations at the design stage to ensure

---

1 While the initial NotPetya attack was launched in the context of an armed conflict between Russia and Ukraine, the malware spread globally and inflicted most of its damage outside Ukraine. The operation itself fell below the threshold of the use of force as it did not cause physical injury or significant damage beyond economic and data losses. For a longer discussion on the application of international law to NotPetya see: Michael Schmitt and Jeffrey Biller, ‘The NotPetya Cyber Operation as a Case Study of International Law’, EJIL: Talk! (blog), 11 July 2017, https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-notpetya-cyber-operation-as-a-case-study-of-international-law/.
that the operations are designed to limit harmful effects. This recommendation stems directly from the existing recognition in the scholarly literature that cyber weapons are not ‘inherently indiscriminate’ and can be designed so as to accomplish the perpetrator’s goals without causing significant damage beyond the intended target.  

The paper is divided into three sections. First, referring particularly to recent attribution statements and State contributions to the Open-Ended Working Group on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security (OEWG), we argue that States are starting to get worried about automated cyber attacks, which indicates the need for the development of a norm against indiscriminate sub-threshold operations. Second, we discuss why a distinction between ‘nature’ and ‘use’ does not make sense in the context of automated cyber operations and propose that responsible States should conduct a ‘normative’ review of the design of cyber operations prior to their launch. Third, we compare and contrast two well-known cyber operations, NotPetya and Stuxnet, to show how a post-incident analysis of an operation can reveal whether the attacker sought to limit the operation’s uncontrolled harmful effects.

2. THE NEED FOR A NORM TO LIMIT AUTOMATED ATTACKS BELOW THE THRESHOLD OF AN ARMED ATTACK

NotPetya, and WannaCry before it, forced States to think about the nature and the permissibility of automated cyber attacks below the threshold of armed conflict. The financial and operational damage done, and the indiscriminate way in which the malware spread, set these attacks apart. When a number of States coordinated their attributions of the NotPetya attack to Russia, the US and the UK made references to its automated nature. The UK condemned ‘its indiscriminate design’ that caused it to spread beyond its primary Ukrainian targets.  

The United States called it out in light of the ongoing conflict between Russian and Ukraine but also underlined that ‘this was … a reckless and indiscriminate cyber attack that will be met with international consequences’.  

The unofficial American condemnation was a lot harsher. Tom Bossert, President Trump’s homeland security advisor, was adamant that a spoken or unspoken red line around how the United States expects fellow countries to behave on the internet had been violated: ‘The United States thinks any malware that propagates recklessly, without bounds, violates every standard and expectation of proportionality

---


and discrimination. Truly responsible nations do not behave this way.\textsuperscript{5} However, given that attacks like NotPetya take place below the threshold of the use of force – or are at least not called out by States as a use of force – the principles of IHL do not apply. In other words, there is no easy resort to principles of discrimination and proportionality to judge an indiscriminate and viral attack below the threshold.

State worries about indiscriminate cyber attacks have also surfaced in the recent and ongoing rounds of the UN processes on determining responsible State behaviour in cyberspace. The OEWG wrapped up its deliberations with a report in March 2021 and the parallel process of the UN Group of Governmental Experts (UN GGE) is still yet to be finalised.\textsuperscript{6} States can submit their contributions in writing to the OEWG and, in contrast to the closed diplomatic process of the UN GGE, have them published on the OEWG website.\textsuperscript{7} In January 2020, Switzerland voiced its concerns: ‘While the majority of cyber operations have so far been executed in a precise and targeted manner from a technical point of view, we have recently seen cases within which cyber tools were used at random and causing unintended harmful effects.’\textsuperscript{8} Both the first\textsuperscript{9} and the second\textsuperscript{10} pre-drafts of the report included an unchanged reference to this problem in the threat section: ‘Pursuit of increasing automation and autonomy in ICT operations was also put forward as a specific concern.’ In their responses to the first draft report, States like Brazil, Ecuador and the Netherlands explicitly supported the inclusion of this concern, the latter adding that ‘[t]hese independently operating and developing cyber operations are, once launched, outside the control of the initiators, and therefore the adherence to the framework of responsible behaviour including


international law cannot be ensured'. As the final OEWG report only reflects consensus opinions, the reference to indiscriminate cyber attacks was dropped there and moved to the Chair’s summary. This document contains issues that were put forward by multiple states but did not achieve consensus and will be discussed further in coming iterations of the UN processes on responsible behaviour in cyberspace.

At this point two things need to be disentangled. First, there is a conflation of automation and autonomy. While these are partly overlapping concepts, we focus in this paper on automation rather than autonomy. Autonomy is most fiercely debated in the context of Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS), where a whole range of ethical and legal questions are raised on the issue of (the lack of) human control and computer autonomy in military weapons and systems. The debate on artificial intelligence (AI) enabled cyber attacks also touches on the issue of autonomy, as AI could enable malware to react autonomously to changing circumstances and possibilities. This debate is relatively overhyped: for most attackers, AI is not needed as the available cyber automation techniques serve their purposes.

This paper focuses on the automated, viral quality of cyber attacks like NotPetya and the way they spread indiscriminately. Second, if States flag automation as a problem, one of the next questions is whether this can be addressed by international law or by non-binding norms (or both). As indicated above, no State has formally stated that NotPetya violated any principles of international law, let alone IHL. Even though NotPetya seemed ‘most poised to burst out of the grey zone between war and peace’, State reactions indicate that it did not. However, there have been some efforts to develop non-binding norms to acknowledge and address the problem of automated cyber attacks. The 2018 Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace explicitly acknowledges the emergence of ‘malicious cyber activities in peacetime’ that are ‘threatening or resulting in significant, indiscriminate or systemic harm to individuals

and critical infrastructure’ and ‘welcome[s] calls for their improved protection’.17 The Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace covers large-scale automated attacks by asserting that ‘state and non-state actors should not commandeer the general public’s ICT resources for use as botnets or for similar purposes’.18 This norm seems primarily focused on the use of botnets, but the ‘similar purposes’ clause might be applicable to automated attacks like NotPetya.

In this paper we argue that viral, automated attacks could be addressed by a non-binding norm for responsible State behaviour below the threshold of the use of force that draws inspiration from legal principles derived from IHL. Norms have been constructed in this way before. Some of the eleven norms in the 2015 UN GGE report are reiterations of legal principles – such as the principle of due diligence or respect for human rights law – indicating that norms and laws are perhaps more of a continuum than a strict dichotomy.19 Inspired by the principles of distinction and discrimination in IHL, this norm would bar indiscriminate cyber operations below the threshold of the use of force. First, under IHL, the legality of a weapon (system) is among other things determined by the fact that the weapon system cannot be indiscriminate by nature. This rule refers to the ‘nature of the weapon in the uses for which it was designed or, as some authorities have put it, its “normal” uses; i.e., the uses for which it was intended’.20 Second, there is the matter of the indiscriminate use of the weapon, which is covered under targeting law. The principle of distinction or discrimination requires that ‘a combatant, using reasonable judgment in the circumstances, distinguish between combatants and civilians, as well as between military and civilian objects’.21 The following section will turn to the issues that the legal review of weapons poses for automated cyber operations. It will argue that the distinction between nature and use is empty for automated cyber operations and will propose a normative review to prevent the launch of indiscriminate cyber operations.

21 Ibid.
3. A NORMATIVE REVIEW FOR CYBER OPERATIONS?

The two-fold normative categorisation detaching indiscriminate ‘use’ from indiscriminate ‘nature’ has long been a part of the legal debate on cyber operations. The Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations (Tallinn Manual 2.0) in fact folds, in its Rule 103, the indiscriminate use and nature dichotomy into its definition of cyber weapons, understood as ‘cyber means of warfare that are used, designed, or intended to be used to cause injury to, or death of, persons or damage to, or destruction of, objects’. The definition of cyber weapons is thus embedded into that of cyber attacks (Rule 92) insofar as cyber weapons are intended to execute cyber attacks. In addition, through Rule 105, the Tallinn Manual 2.0 prohibits cyber weapons that are ‘inherently indiscriminate’ and can be considered, fundamentally, as ‘shots in the dark’. In particular, this rule defines that ‘means or methods of cyber warfare are indiscriminate by nature when they cannot be: (a) directed at a specific military objective, or (b) limited in their effects as required by the law of armed conflict and consequently are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction’. Separating intentional use from ‘natural’ capability constitutes, however, a problematic endeavour in the assessment of cyber attacks, particularly when it comes to automated operations. Malware-like and automated cyber attacks propagate and detect unpatched vulnerabilities automatically, and thus their intentionality becomes a question of pure design. In these terms, the modus operandi of automated malware defies the very ‘nature’ vs ‘use’ dichotomy associated with indiscriminate attacks.

The indiscriminate use of a cyber weapon has also been traditionally defined in relation to the type of harm caused (as evidenced by Rule 103 above). This is also problematic, however, because, putting aside the fact that IHL does not apply below the threshold of armed attack, the rules applying to weaponry tend to govern primarily physical effects of the kind that malware seldom achieves. For example,

24 It must be noted that the manual explicitly rules out “the destruction of data” from its definition of cyber attack, unless the destruction of data leads to physical harm. For an alternative perspective, see: Kubo Mačák, ‘Military Objectives 2.0: The Case for Interpreting Computer Data as Objects under International Humanitarian Law’, Israel Law Review 48, no. 1 (March 2015): 55–80, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0021223714000260.
25 Specifically with reference to the legal obligation to conduct a cyber weapons review, Kudláčková et. al. find that there is no legal obligation for States to conduct a weapons review outside Article 36 of Additional Protocol I, which is not triggered below the threshold of armed conflict. See: I. Kudláčková, D. Wallace, and J. Harašta, ‘Cyber Weapons Review in Situations Below the Threshold of Armed Conflict’, in 2020 12th International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon), vol. 1300, 2020, 97–112, https://doi.org/10.23919/CyCon49761.2020.9131728.
when analysing NotPetya in light of this effects-based criterion for indiscriminate use, it becomes apparent that the fake ransomware, which destroyed data, hardly compares to the physical harm caused by a weapon. Above all, this indicates how a harm-based understanding of cyber weapons hinders the protection of networks below the threshold.

States have recently attempted to address this obstacle by ‘softening’ the harm requirement in their interpretations of how IHL, and in particular Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, applies to cyberspace. For example, France officially embraced a softer requirement for a cyber operation to rise to the level of armed attack (as defined for the purpose of IHL in Article 49 of Additional Protocol I): for France, it suffices that the cyber weapon disables systems to the point that they are incapacitated ‘to provide the service for which they were implemented, whether temporarily or permanently, reversibly or not’. By doing so, the definition of cyber weapons interestingly shifts from harm to effects.

The legal instrument tasked with assessing the conformity of new cyber weapons to IHL standards has been outlined through Tallinn Manual 2.0’s Rule 110, which translates the legal review of weapons (as instituted by Article 36 of Additional Protocol I) to the context of cyber operations: ‘All states are required to ensure that the cyber means of warfare that they acquire or use, comply with the rules of the law of armed conflict that bind them.’ While constituting an important tool for the safeguarding of the principles of distinction and discrimination in wartime, a standard legal review of cyber weapons – as prescribed by the Tallinn Manual 2.0 – cannot be applied to automated cyber operations below the threshold of armed conflict. Additionally, as software remains subject to frequent changes and self-remodulations, it would be impractical to provide a new standard legal review each time software is edited.

With State-sponsored cyber operations primarily occurring in peacetime and with no physical harm, a different normative approach is required to assess them and to

27 The Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions (1977) is a fundamental document for IHL as it reaffirms and modernizes the principles of the original Geneva Conventions (1949), https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/INTRO/470.
28 Article 49 of the Additional Protocol I states that: ‘“Attacks” means acts of violence against the adversary, whether in offence or in defence.’
30 Article 36 of the Additional Protocol I states that: ‘In the study, development, acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method of warfare, a High Contracting Party is under an obligation to determine whether its employment would, in some or all circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of international law applicable to the High Contracting Party.’
prevent the indiscriminate infliction of damage. This article therefore proposes to take the spirit of the principles of distinction and discrimination outside the stringent legal framework of IHL as a negative norm that: 1. applies to indiscriminate cyber operations below the threshold; 2. regards the effects of cyber operations beyond ‘physical harm’; 3. proposes a ‘normative’ review of cyber operations focusing on nature/design; and thus, 4. creates a normative benchmark for responsible State behaviour, which can be used to hold States accountable when they fail to prevent the viral spread of their cyber operations. With the distinction between indiscriminate use and indiscriminate nature blurring away in the context of automated cyber operations, a normative review of cyber operations should prioritise the assessment of their ‘design’. To this end, we use a conceptualisation of a cyber operation that primarily focuses on its nature and thus constitutes ‘the combination of a propagation method, exploits, and a payload designed to create destructive physical or digital effects’. Envisioning nature and use as inseparable, the next section will discuss on the basis of two contrasting cyber operations how a normative review can reveal a cyber operation’s discriminate or indiscriminate design.

4. SETTING THE STANDARD IN PRACTICE: COMPARING STUXNET AND NOTPETYA

Applying a norm against indiscriminate sub-threshold cyber operations would require States to conduct a review of each operation to ascertain that the design of the operation reflects the attacker’s intent to limit its uncontrolled harmful effects (including the destruction of data). This section will demonstrate how the post-incident forensic analysis of an operation, including the reverse-engineering of malware, can allow third parties and victims to determine whether an attacker conformed to the norm. Such analyses are important, as their findings provide a basis on which States can call out unacceptable behaviour and thus set a normative benchmark. Using the examples of NotPetya and Stuxnet, the section will demonstrate how, once the malware had been found ‘in the wild’, that is, once the malware had spread among real-world computers (as opposed to test systems), interested parties were able to determine whether the operations were indiscriminate in nature from the technical analysis of the malware code.

NotPetya

NotPetya, while masquerading as ransomware, in fact irreversibly encrypted every infected machine’s master boot record, thus effectively destroying these computers. As a result of the operation, Maersk, just one of NotPetya’s many victims, reported

---

the loss of 49,000 laptops and 3,500 servers. There are two technical characteristics of NotPetya which reveal that it did not conform to the normative principle of discrimination at the design stages. First, an analysis of what the MITRE ATT&CK Framework terms the ‘initial access vector’ stage of the operation reveals that the attackers compromised the software update system for the M.E.Doc financial application. In order to engineer this, they had first stolen the credentials of an M.E.Doc administrator to gain control of M.E.Doc’s upgrade server to modify the software update so that it would include a ‘backdoored’ module. M.E.Doc is the most popular accounting software in Ukraine, used widely by any organisation that files taxes or conducts business in the country, including multinational corporations. The attackers’ choice of M.E.Doc as the attack vector, therefore, already suggests that the attackers did not pay attention to distinguishing between targets. In addition, when installed by users, the malicious update allowed the attackers to collect email usernames and passwords from organisations that use M.E.Doc and their EDRPOU numbers; these numbers are unique legal entity identifiers given to every organisation that conducts business in Ukraine. The fact that the attackers engineered the malware to collect the numbers is important, as it indicates that they intended for it to spread widely and wanted to identify exactly which organisation was running the backdoored M.E.Doc software. We can therefore conclude from just the analysis of NotPetya’s method of delivery that it was not designed to discriminate between systems in its method of delivery.

The analyses of the ‘lateral movement’ stage, in which the adversary moves from one system to the next within a network, and the ‘impact’ stage, where the adversary tries to manipulate, interrupt, or destroy systems or data, reveal a second important characteristic: the malware’s high level of automation and inability to distinguish between targets before installing and releasing its payload. These stages of the operation indicate that NotPetya’s designers did not seek to limit in any way the malware’s uncontrolled harmful effects.

40 Greenberg, Sandworm, 179; Maynor et al., ‘The McDoc Connection’.
41 Cherepanov, ‘Analysis of TeleBots’ Cunning Backdoor’.
42 Ibid.
In order to propagate across systems, the NotPetya malware used a number of methods. The first, and most effective, was the use of a modified version of Mimikatz, a popular open-source tool used to steal user login credentials from computer memory. Once it had recovered the Windows login credentials from the machine of an infected administrative user, the malware used common Windows management tools to spread itself automatically to other systems on the same network. The second method used by the malware to propagate was through the use of the EternalBlue exploit tool. EternalBlue utilises the CVE-2017-0144 vulnerability in the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol on unpatched Windows systems to allow attackers to remotely infect all the systems on a given network in minutes. By designing the malware so that it used not only EternalBlue but also the modified version of Mimikatz, the attackers ensured that it would self-propagate even to machines that were running an updated version of Windows. NotPetya was therefore designed to behave like an automated worm, spreading via trusted networks rather than the internet, which meant that it bypassed the processes put in place to prevent ransomware attacks. The presence of modified Mimikatz and EternalBlue in the malware code reveals that it was not intended to discriminate between targets, but instead was designed to propagate as widely and as quickly as possible. In fact, coupling automated credential theft and re-use with vulnerability exploitation was what made NotPetya uniquely able to propagate on the widest scale in the history of cyber attacks. Most crucially, however, the malware had no mechanism to distinguish between targets prior to installing its payload: once it had spread to a new host, it automatically scanned other systems for their vulnerability to the SMB exploit in order to release its payload there as well. Therefore, the indiscriminate, automated propagation and installation of malware meant that the destruction wrought by NotPetya had global ramifications.

**Stuxnet**

Like NotPetya, Stuxnet was also a worm with the capacity to propagate automatically, but Stuxnet serves as a good example of how a technical analysis of an operation can reveal the attackers’ intent to limit indiscriminate spread and destruction. In the initial

---

47 The SMBv1 protocol is a network communication protocol that was developed in 1983 to enable computers on a network to share access to files, printers, and ports. See: Carly Burdova, ‘What Is EternalBlue and Why Is the MS17-010 Exploit Still Relevant?’, Avast, 18 June 2020, https://www.avast.com/c-eternalblue.
48 CISA.
49 Greenberg, Sandworm, 182.
51 Simos.
52 CISA.
access stage, in order to deliver the first iteration of the Stuxnet malware into the systems of the Natanz uranium enrichment plant in Iran, which was air-gapped, the perpetrators recruited a mole to physically infect a USB flash drive with the malware, which was then plugged into the centrifuge systems at the plant. Prior to delivering the malware on the USB drive, the mole had visited Natanz a number of times in order to collect detailed information on the configuration of its systems. This allowed the attackers to update the code several times before launching the operation and ensure that the malware would only deliver its payload when it found a very specific configuration of equipment and network conditions (this stage will be elaborated on later). An analysis of the intrusion vector for this first version of Stuxnet reveals that it was designed as a ‘precision attack’: the malware was injected into only one target network, that of the Natanz facility, and was intended to spread to systems only ‘within’ that network.

In the second iteration of the operation, to deliver a modified version of the malware, rather than using a mole, the attackers infected the systems of five unwitting external Natanz contractors. It was this change in the malware’s delivery, which meant that it eventually spread outside Natanz. Although the malware was designed to only propagate automatically in ‘trusted networks’, the infection of the contractors’ systems meant that the malware spread to the contractors’ other customers, most likely through removable drives. It then spread through trusted networks, which are often channelled via the internet, and ultimately ended up infecting over 100,000 computer systems globally. It was at this stage that the malware ‘simply went off task’. However, comparing the lateral movement stages of the NotPetya and Stuxnet operations, there is one crucial difference: while the malware spread far and wide in both cases, Stuxnet did not destroy any systems that were not its intended target because it was designed to only deliver its payload to specific types of Simatic programmable logic controller (PLC) devices. Having detected a Simatic PLC, Stuxnet then verified whether it was connected to a specific type of frequency converter running at 807–1,210 Hz, which was the range within which Natanz was known to run its centrifuges. When Stuxnet detected these specific configurations, it released its payload, causing the PLCs to run at different speeds; when it did not, it withheld the payload. Therefore, although

---

54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
Stuxnet spread in a worm-like fashion, it did not have uncontrolled harmful effects as the malware did not release the payload in systems outside Natanz. For example, Chevron, the energy company, was infected by the Stuxnet malware, but its systems did not sustain any damage. In fact, so precise was Stuxnet’s targeting capability that Richard Clarke, a former long-term US counterterrorism chief, commented that it felt like it had been ‘written by or governed by a team of Washington lawyers’ to limit its collateral damage. We can therefore conclude that because Stuxnet withheld its payload outside Natanz, the spread to other networks outside the Iranian nuclear plant was highly likely to have been unintentional, while the avoidance of indiscriminate harmful effects was fully intentional. Consequently, the analysis of Stuxnet’s code reveals design features which indicate that, unlike NotPetya, it complied with the norm of discrimination. Table I compares and summarises the two operations.

**TABLE I: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM THE ANALYSIS OF NOTPETYA AND STUXNET MALWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NotPetya</th>
<th>Stuxnet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial access vector</strong></td>
<td>Via backdoor implanted in M.E.Doc software update known to be used widely by civilians in Ukraine. This shows that the malware was meant to enter thousands of networks.</td>
<td>Via an external drive inserted directly into a single target network; and via the machines of 5 external contractors known to work at Natanz. This shows the malware was meant to enter only one network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lateral movement</strong></td>
<td>Via trusted networks using Mimikatz and EternalBlue. This shows the malware was meant to spread rapidly into every system on the thousands of networks it entered.</td>
<td>Via trusted networks using a number of vulnerabilities including zero days. This shows that the malware was intended to spread, but from the ‘impact’ stage we can determine that the designers most likely wanted the malware to spread only in the Natanz network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact</strong></td>
<td>Release of malicious payload regardless of environment specifications.</td>
<td>Release of payload only under very specific conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the two examples illustrate, the ability to reverse-engineer malware once it has been found ‘in the wild’ provides a basis for judging if in the design of a cyber operation the perpetrator has complied with the norm against indiscriminate operations. In particular, an operation can be judged as indiscriminate if the analysis reveals that the malware contained no mechanism for distinguishing between ‘innocent’ systems and its intended target prior to installing its payload. Other indications of an operation’s lack

---

62 It is important to note that although the Stuxnet malware did not release its payload in non-target systems, the attackers chose not to delete the malware from non-target systems, despite most likely having the capability to do so. See: Kim Zetter, *Countdown to Zero Day: Stuxnet and the Launch of the World’s First Digital Weapon*, First Edition (New York: Crown Publishers, 2014).

63 Lee, ‘Stuxnet Infected Chevron’.

of attention to discrimination in the design stages are the malware’s infection vector and spreading mechanisms. If the initial access vector targets thousands of networks simultaneously, it raises the likelihood that the operation will be indiscriminate. In terms of propagation, as the analysis of Stuxnet showed, the incorporation of propagation mechanisms into the malware in itself does not necessarily indicate the attacker’s lack of intent to limit the operation. Instead, propagation coupled with the malware’s inability to distinguish between systems in delivering its payload is what betrays the attackers’ inattention to discrimination.  

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has argued that the legal principles of distinction and discrimination provide inspiration for a new norm that addresses automated and indiscriminate cyber attacks below the threshold of the use of force. It showed, first, that States have started to articulate a demand for such norms, as they are increasingly concerned about indiscriminate, automated cyber operations. Second, the paper argued that to ensure compliance with the norm in the context of automated cyber attacks, the IHL distinction between the nature of the capability and the use of the capability becomes meaningless, shifting the emphasis to the notion of an ‘indiscriminate cyber operation’. States should focus on reviewing the design of cyber operations to ensure that they avoid indiscriminate damage. In other words, if an automated operation is in its ‘nature’ designed to avoid indiscriminate damage, then its ‘use’ will be a direct reflection of that design. Third, the paper showed that reverse engineering malware after it has been found ‘in the wild’, which is routinely done in the aftermath of an operation to establish the attack’s source, also allows for a determination of whether a cyber operation’s designer sought to limit the harmful effects of the malware to non-target systems. Such forensic analyses are important as they provide a basis upon which States may determine if the attackers conformed with the norm and thus allow them to call out unacceptable behaviour (as part of their public attribution statements, for example) and set a normative benchmark.

65 It is important to note that for the purposes of assessing compliance with the norm, it is irrelevant whether an operation was intentionally indiscriminate or indiscriminate due to coding errors or unforeseen interactions between systems. Indiscriminate spread due to negligence constitutes a breach of the norm.